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I. INTRODUCTION

The correctness, reliability, and security of modern software
depends on the hardware on which it is run. Thus, it is essential
that hardware designers (1) expose relevant implementation
details to software developers via hardware-software con-
tracts, and (2) ensure, ideally through formal proof, that said
contracts are indeed upheld by fabricated microarchitectures.

II. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

Hardware-Software Contracts: The canonical hardware-
software contract is the instruction set architecture (ISA),
which defines software-visible hardware state and a set of
instructions which manipulate it. This simple notion of an
ISA [2] served us well until the era of multi-core architectures.
Notably, shared memory parallelism, combined with single-
core optimizations that reorder and buffer instructions, gave
rise to memory consistency models (MCMs) [18]—contracts
which expose hardware ordering behaviors to software.

Another architecture trend exhibits challenges similar to
those addressed by MCMs. Specifically, modern hardware
is generally shared by many applications and contains an
abundance of state that is read from and written to on these
applications’ behalf. This shared hardware state in combi-
nation with various data-dependent optimizations means that
programs can interact and leak data that they process in
unintended ways [39]. To address this issue, formal security
contracts have gained traction among researchers as a way for
hardware architects to expose security-critical implementation
details—like those relevant for reasoning about microarchitec-
tural leakage—to software [26, 25, 11, 14, 16, 15, 8, 38, 9].

The Hardware Assurance Challenge: Formal hardware-
software contracts, including security contracts, are a promis-
ing way to encode assurance/certification requirements for
hardware in a way that supports correct and secure software
design. For example, a large body of work has produced
formally specified MCMs for a variety of ISAs [35, 29, 1, 31,
28, 40] and high-level programming languages [23, 6, 30, 5, 3,
27], supporting the design of verified compilers [5, 4, 32, 20,
34, 30, 33, 37, 36]. Recent work also demonstrates that formal
security contracts can support automated analysis tools which
find [26, 15, 8, 10] and repair [26] microarchitectural leakage
in programs. Unfortunately, despite their established benefits
for software, a significant gap remains between existing formal
contracts and the hardware designs they abstract.

Our goal is to devise techniques for synthesizing formal
hardware-software contracts directly from hardware RTL.

III. SYNTHESIZING MEMORY MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

A scalable, efficient, sound, and complete methodology
for verifying processor MCM implementations has remained
elusive due to modern design complexity. The closest ap-
proach, embodied in the Check tools [24], formally checks
that a specific microarchitecture in the guise of a manually
constructed axiomatic specification, called a µSPEC model,
correctly implements an MCM.

Our recent work presents the only methodology and tool,
RTL2µSPEC1, which supports formally verifying the correct-
ness of MCM implementations down to RTL [17]. Specifi-
cally, RTL2µSPEC enables the Check tools to consume pro-
cessor RTL directly by automatically synthesizing µSPEC
models from (System)Verilog implementations. We show that
RTL2µSPEC can synthesize a complete, and proven correct,
µSPEC model from the SystemVerilog design of the four-core
open source RISC-V V-scale processor [21] in 6.84 minutes.
Subsequent Check-based MCM verification of the synthesized
µSPEC model takes on the order of seconds. Notably, prior
work timed out out after 11 hours of runtime when attempting
to verify the MCM of the same microarchitecture [22].

IV. SYNTHESIZING TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS

Our current work extends RTL2µSPEC to synthesize security
contracts from RTL. Simply put, our goal is to automatically
discover the transmit instructions (or transmitters) [19, 41]
of a microarchitecture. Transmitters are instructions which
leak their results, operands, or even data at rest in hardware
structures [39] via their variable usage of hardware resources
(often via timing channels). We call our new methodology and
tool TRANSMITSYNTH.

In adapting RTL2µSPEC to discover transmitters, we rely on
the following observation: if an instruction is a transmitter it
must be able to exhibit (observably) distinct microarchitectural
execution paths. A microarchitectural execution path is a set of
state elements that an instruction updates during its execution
and a partial order on said state updates. For example, a load
instruction might exhibit one execution path where it updates
the data field of an L1 cache block (a cache miss) and another
where it does not (a cache hit).

RTL2µSPEC’s procedure for synthesizing µSPEC models
from RTL lays the foundation for RLT transmitter discovery.
In essence, µSPEC models are first-order logic (FOL) ordering
specifications of a microarchitecture. They are composed of a
set of axioms that describe how each legal hardware instruction

1RTL2µSPEC is open source at https://github.com/yaohsiaopid/rtl2uspec
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(1) flows through the microarchitecture during its execution,
with respect to which state elements it updates in which (par-
tial) order (i.e., a microarchitectural execution path), and (2)
interacts with other in-flight instructions during its execution
via structural or data-flow dependencies. The Check tools
use µSPEC models to reason about each possible execution
of a progarm on a microarchitecture as a directed acyclic
graph, called a µhb graph. Nodes in a µhb graph represent
hardware events—namely, an instruction updating a particular
state element during its execution; directed edges represent
happens-before relationships between events. Fig. 1 shows
three enhanced µhb graphs (featuring edge labels) which each
represent an execution path of a single instruction.

RTL2µSPEC combines static analysis of an RTL netlist
with SystemVerilog Assertion (SVA) property generation and
verification. At a high level, it analyzes a netlist to synthesize
SVAs corresponding to an over-approximation of all axioms
that should be included in the final µSPEC model. Those which
are proven—we use the JasperGold property verifier [7]—are
retained and syntactically translated to the µSPEC DSL; those
which are dis-proven (via counterexamples) are discarded.

While RTL2µSPEC can synthesize a microarchitectural ex-
ecution path for an instruction, it faces a key limitation:
synthesizing multiple distinct execution paths for the same
instruction is not supported. RTL2µSPEC implicitly assumes
that all instructions in the input design can only exhibit a
single microarchitectural execution path (the single execution
path assumption [17]). This restriction is fundamentally at
odds with transmitter synthesis. Plus, it precludes analysis of
processor designs with advanced features like speculation, out-
of-order execution, bypassing, and multiple execution lanes.

Our TRANSMITSYNTH prototype removes RTL2µSPEC’s
single execution path assumption and successfully analyzes the
DIV instruction on the open source RISC-V CVA6 processor
core [42]—a 64-bit, 6-stage single issue RISC-V core with
out-of-order write-back for each functional unit, which is 12.6x
larger than the V-Scale.

V. TRANSMITSYNTH

We now describe TRANSMITSYNTH, which also combines
static netlist analysis with SVA generation and verification.

Multiple Execution Graphs: For a given instruction under
verification, TRANSMITSYNTH must synthesize the set of mi-
croarchitectural execution paths it may exhibit. To do so, it first
determines which Performing Locations (PLs) the instruction
may visit during its execution. A PL is a collection of state,
which holds metadata corresponding to a single instruction
(e.g., an instruction PC or other identifier) while the instruction
“performs” state updates in a particular region of the design.
In an in-order pipeline, PLs are pipeline stages.

At present, PLs are identified in the input design with the
help of user-provided design metatdata. TRANSMITSYNTH
then automatically derives which PLs an instruction may visit
in any legal execution and the partial order on which they
are visited. Fig. 1 shows three sets of PLs (denoted by each
of the three columns) that may be visited by a RISC-V DIV

Figure 1. CVA6 DIV exhibits 66 execution paths

instruction on CVA6. TRANSMITSYNTH generates two classes
of specialized SVAs to derive these sets efficiently.

Happens-Before Latency: The different sets of PLs that
an instruction can visit during its execution constitute one
dimension of execution variability—one that manifests as
distinct µhb graph nodes and edges. Another dimension results
from the fact than an instruction may reside in a given PL for
a variable number of cycles—one that we represent with a
set of weights for µhb edges. An edge weight of {0, 1,
..., 63} in Fig. 1 indicates a 0, 1, ..., or 64 cycle happens-
before latency. Edges without labels are implicitly labeled {1}.
TRANSMITSYNTH leverages an iterative SVA generation and
verification procedure to enumerate all possible wights for all
µhb edges.

Characterizing Leakage: Transmitters may leak some
function of: 1) their operands, 2) architectural data at rest,
3) microarchitectural data at rest, 4) structural resource con-
tention. TRANSMITSYNTH’s procedure for synthesizing dis-
tinct µhb graph structures (based on sets of visited PLs) can
be restricted in order to coarsely categorize transmitters. For
example, to identify transmitters which may leak a function
of their operands and/or architectural data at rest, TRANS-
MITSYNTH can use a non-interference assumption, which
requires that: (1) only one valid instruction, the instruction
under verification, is issued after reset, and (2) architectural
state (memory and registers) are initialized with symbolic
values. We are extending TRANSMITSYNTH to supporting this
broader space of transmitter categories.

Conclusions: When evaluating the CVA6 DIV instruction,
under our non-interference assumption, TRANSMITSYNTH
discovers 66 execution paths (Fig. 1) in 96 minutes of serial
(but parallelizable) execution time. Three sets of PLs are
identified, while one exhibits a variety of µhb edge latencies.
TRANSMITSYNTH is the only tool [12, 13] that can enumer-
ate a transmitter’s execution paths. We plan to conduct fine-
grained analysis of what transmitters leak in our next steps.
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